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Previous work on patent retrieval

CLEF-IP 2009 is the first track on patent retrieval at Clef1

(Cross Language Evaluation Forum).

Previous work on patent retrieval:

Acm Sigir 2000 Workshop

Ntcir workshop series since 2001
Primarily targeting Japanese patents.

ad-hoc task (goal: find patents on a given topic)
invalidity search (goal: find patents invalidating a given claim)
patent classification according to the F-term system
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Legal and economic implications of patent search.

patents are legal documents

patent portfolios are assets for enterprises

a single patent search can be worth several days of work

High recall searches

Missing even a single relevant document can have severe financial
and economic impact. For example, when a granted patent
becomes invalidated because of a document omitted at application
time.



Clef–Ip 2009: the task

The main task in the Clef–Ip track was to find prior art for a
given patent.

Prior art search

Prior art search consists in identifying all information (including
non-patent literature) that might be relevant to a patent’s claim of
novelty.
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Prior art search.

The most common type of patent search. It is performed at
various stages of the patent life-cycle and with different intentions.

before filing a patent application (novelty search or
patentability search to determine whether the invention fulfills
the requirements of

novelty
inventive step

before grant - results of search constitute the search report
attached to patent document

invalidity search: post-grant search used to unveil prior art
that invalidates a patent’s claims of originality
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Some noteworthy facts about patent search:

patentese: language used in patents is not natural

patents are linked (by citations, applicants, inventors,
priorities, ...)

available classification information (Ipc, Ecla)
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The Clef–Ip Patent Test Collection

The Clef–Ip collection comprises

target data: 1.9 million patent documents pertaining to 1
million patents (75Gb)

10, 000 topics

relevance assessments (with an average of 6.23 relevant
documents per topic)

Target data and topics are multi-lingual: they contain fields in
English, German, and French.
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Patent documents

The data was provided by Matrixware in a standardized Xml
format for patent data (the Alexandria Xml scheme).



Looking at a patent document

Field: description
Language: German English French
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Criteria for topics selection

Patents to be used as topics were selected according to the
following criteria:

1 availability of granted patent

2 full text description available

3 at least three citations

4 at least one highly relevant citation
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Relevance assessments

We used patents cited as prior art as relevance assessments.

Sources of citations:

1 applicant’s disclosure: the Uspto requires applicants to
disclose all known relevant publications

2 patent office search report: each patent office will do a search
for prior art to judge the novelty of a patent

3 opposition procedures: patents cited to prove that a granted
patent is not novel
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extended family there are several definitions, in the INPADOC
database all documents which are directly or
indirectly linked via a priority number belong to the
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Patent families

Patent documents are linked by
priorities

Clef–Ip uses simple families.
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Participants

DE H3L
CH H3L

NL H2L

ES H2L
FI IE RO

SE

UK

15 participants

48 runs for the main task

10 runs for the language
tasks



Participants

1 Tech. Univ. Darmstadt, Dept. of CS,
Ubiquitous Knowledge Processing Lab (DE)

2 Univ. Neuchatel - Computer Science (CH)

3 Santiago de Compostela Univ. - Dept.
Electronica y Computacion (ES)

4 University of Tampere - Info Studies (FI)

5 Interactive Media and Swedish Institute of
Computer Science (SE)

6 Geneva Univ. - Centre Universitaire
d’Informatique (CH)

7 Glasgow Univ. - IR Group Keith (UK)

8 Centrum Wiskunde & Informatica - Interactive
Information Access (NL)



Participants

9 Geneva Univ. Hospitals - Service of Medical
Informatics (CH)

10 Humboldt Univ. - Dept. of German Language
and Linguistics (DE)

11 Dublin City Univ. - School of Computing (IE)

12 Radboud Univ. Nijmegen - Centre for Language
Studies & Speech Technologies (NL)

13 Hildesheim Univ. - Information Systems &
Machine Learning Lab (DE)

14 Technical Univ. Valencia - Natural Language
Engineering (ES)

15 Al. I. Cuza University of Iasi - Natural Language
Processing (RO)
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A system based on Alfresco2 together with a Docasu3 web
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Main features of this system are:

user authentication

run files format checks

revision control
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the Clef–Ip steering committee: Gianni Amati, Kalervo
Järvelin, Noriko Kando, Mark Sanderson, Henk Thomas,
Christa Womser-Hacker

Helmut Berger who invented the name Clef–Ip

Florina Piroi and Veronika Zenz who walked the walk

the patent experts who helped with advice and with
assessment of results

the Soire team

Evangelos Kanoulas and Emine Yilmaz for their advice on
statistics

John Tait
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MAP
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How to interpret the results

Some participants were disappointed by their poor evaluation
results as compared to other tracks
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How to interpret the results

There are two main reasons why evaluation at Clef–Ip yields lower
values than other tracks:

1 citations are incomplete sets of relevance assessments

2 target data set is fragmentary, some patents are represented
by one single document containing just title and bibliographic
references (thus making it practically unfindable)
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How to interpret the results

Still, one can sensibly use evaluation results for comparing runs as-
suming that

1 incompleteness of citations is distributed uniformly

2 same assumption for unfindable documents in the collection

Incompleteness of citations is difficult to check not having a large
enough gold standard to refer to.

Second issue: we are thinking about re-evaluating all runs after
removing unfindable patents from the collection.
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MAP: best run per participant

Group-ID Run-ID MAP R@100 P@100

humb 1 0.27 0.58 0.03

hcuge BiTeM 0.11 0.40 0.02

uscom BM25bt 0.11 0.36 0.02

UTASICS all-ratf-ipcr 0.11 0.37 0.02

UniNE strat3 0.10 0.34 0.02

TUD 800noTitle 0.11 0.42 0.02

clefip-dcu Filtered2 0.09 0.35 0.02

clefip-unige RUN3 0.09 0.30 0.02

clefip-ug infdocfreqCosEnglishTerms 0.07 0.24 0.01

cwi categorybm25 0.07 0.29 0.02

clefip-run ClaimsBOW 0.05 0.22 0.01

NLEL MethodA 0.03 0.12 0.01

UAIC MethodAnew 0.01 0.03 0.00

Hildesheim MethodAnew 0.00 0.02 0.00

Table: MAP, P@100, R@100 of best run/participant (S)



Manual assessments

We managed to have 12 topics assessed up to rank 20 for all runs.

7 patent search professionals

judged in average 264 documents per topics

not surprisingly, rankings of systems obtained with this small
collection do not agree with rankings obtained with large
collection

Investigations on this smaller collection are ongoing.
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Correlation analysis

The rankings of runs obtained with the three sets of topics (S=500
,M=1000, XL=10, 000)are highly correlated (Kendall’s τ > 0.9)
suggesting that the three collections are equivalent.



Correlation analysis

As expected, correlation drops when comparing the ranking
obtained with the 12 manually assessed topics and the one
obtained with the ≥ 500 topics sets.



Working notes

I didn’t have time to read the working notes ...



... so I collected all the notes and generated a Wordle

They’re about patent retrieval.
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Refining the Wordle

I ran an Information Extraction algorithm in order to get a more
meaningful picture
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Future plans

Some plans and ideas for future tracks:

a layered evaluation model is needed in order to measure the
impact of each single factor to retrieval effectiveness

provide images (they are essential elements in chemical or
mechanical patents, for instance)

investigate query reformulations rather than one query-result
set

extend collection to include other languages

include an annotation task

include a categorization task
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Epilogue

we have created a large integrated test collection for
experimentations in patent retrieval

the Clef–Ip track had a more than satisfactory participation
rate for its first year

the right combination of techniques and the exploitation of
patent-specific know-how yields best results
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we have created a large integrated test collection for
experimentations in patent retrieval

the Clef–Ip track had a more than satisfactory participation
rate for its first year

the right combination of techniques and the exploitation of
patent-specific know-how yields best results



Thank you for your attention.
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